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STATEMENT

I believe that objects, images and gestures which 
live in our everyday life have more communicative 
capability than the representation. Reality is the field 
of my research. I am interest in making universally 
understandable situations that show familiar ele-
ments in which people can recognize themselves 
as part of a community. My artistic practice ranges 
from archival procedures to environmental installa-

tions, as well as performances, publications, mul-
tiple and relational projects.
Looking my works is like looking yourself through the 
window of a neighbor, reading a novel of Raymond 
Carver or watching a movie of Xavier Dolan. Maybe 
nothing will happen and you will stay there, staring 
into the space, maybe something will happen  in-
stead or maybe will be you to make it happen.
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DADA POEM

Lia Cecchin, DADA POEM (to a fearless female), 2018. Installation view, MAMbo, Bologna 2018.
Photo E&B Photo. Courtesy the artist

DADA POEM is a project conceived as a series of 
works created in relation to the texts that time to time 
I commissioned to writers, songwriters or poets. The 
authors are invited to realise compositions (poems, 
letters, songs, essay, stories etc.) by combining the 
slogans that are written on t-shirts, hats and trousers 
currently on sale that I gather in a digital archive 
that now counts 600 sentences. Following the speed 
production of the low cost fashion companies and 
their endless updating system about the most used 

slogans by the young generation, these texts will 
represent a picture of our present.
The compositions so far created are two: DADA 
POEM (to a fearless female), a letter written by Vin-
cenzo Estremo, and DADA POEM (22 missed calls) 
a track composed by the singer and musician Bea 
Zanin. Are scheduled collaborations with new au-
thors who will test themselves using this creative 
writing exercise and will allow the project to expand 
and to take on new nuances.

DADA POEM
(to a fearless female)

Here the link to the audio:
https://soundcloud.com/lia-cecchin/dada-poem-
to-a-fearless-female-2018/s-nGZAb

Here the link to the audio:
https://soundcloud.com/lia-cecchin/22-missed-calls-
3/s-Wvzv5

DADA POEM
(22 missed calls)

The text composed by Estremo is a love letter, a 
message of encouragement, an intimate and private 
writing that becomes public through the interpreta-
tion of a female voice, recorded and spread in the 
form of a audio track. The installation project also 
includes the physical presence of some of the clothes 
selected by the archive of sentences used by the 
author. These are laid out on a tubular structure that 
is articulated inside two shop windows mounted in 
the museum spaces, evoking the aesthetics and the 
display techniques of the visual merchandisers.

The text and the music composed by Bea Zanin – 
singer and songwriter who combines her activity of 
musician with the activity of soundtracks’ composer 
– created a radio pop song that has been included 
in her musical repertoire and sung in several festi-
vals and evenings to which Zanin has been invited. 
We are now working to the production of the music 
video.

Clothing produced by several well-known
low-cost fashion companies, audio 
Variable dimensions
2018 – ongoing
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ASAP
RESEARCH LIBRARY

Books, variable display
and growing dimensions and number
2013 – ongoing
LINK: http://asap-researchlibrary.org

ASAP Research Library is a cultural apparatus on go-
ing, opened to the community interaction. The library 
has a specific identity, result of the artist’s painstaking 
research and choice of materials. At the moment it 
consists of a core book selection, whose common 
aim – as the project statement highlights – is the 
inclination to look hopefully and optimistically to the 
future . The selection’s criterion is not based on genre 
or matter constraints, but it mostly concern the iden-
tification of a “potential future”, a tomorrow shown by 
favorable terms and in a good light. In many of these 

books the hope for the future is translating into a more 
or less scientific research of scenarios, giving to the 
library, in its thematic shape, a more peculiar charac-
ter of previsionality and “futurity”. The website of the 
project offers the complete catalogue of all the books 
acquired by the library and the detailed rules to attend 
the library and collaborate to the initiatives.

+ INFO: Allons Enfant/9  Andrea Bruciati | Exibart
http://www.exibart.com/notizia.
asp?IDNotizia=44774&IDCategoria=245

Talk held by Roberto Poli during SPRINT 2015
@ O’, Milano. Roberto Poli, director of the Master of Social Fore-
cast of Trento University and author of several books that focus 
on the future and how to get there prepared.

ASAP Research Library, installation view, RE-BUILDING THE 
FUTURE, Chiesa dei Cavalieri di Maltai, Siracusa, 2015

ASAP Research Library, installation view, ex magazzino Borgo 
del Ponte, Cantieri Aperti, Massa 2018

Installation view @ Barriera, Torino, 2013

ASAP Research Library, installation view, Premio Fabbri, Villa 
Brandilini, Pieve di Soligo (TV) 2018
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TCDS blog +  publication (coming soon)
2013 – ongoing
LINK: theclintonsdogsyndrome.tumblr.com

The Clinton’s Dog Syndrome is a blog whose contents 
are subtitled screenshots from movies, cartoons or 
TV series. The title of the project refers to an article 
written by Sebastiano Vassalli (Corriere della Sera, 
October 9, 2011, page 40), in which is mentioned 
the ‘’Lewinsky’s affaire” about the tensions that this 
condition inflicted to the Clinton’s dog , thus bringing 
it to suffer the syndrome which subsequently took 
his name and whose main symptom was to believe 
to be the first responsible for the situation that was 
undergoing. In TCDS anyone can contribute to the 
enlargement of the archive with only one directive: 
the contents must refer to a forms of recognition by 
the user of some circumstances, phrases, present 
within the film (cartoon or TV serie) that is watching 
at that particular time of his life.

+ INFO: 
Allons Enfant/9  Andrea Bruciati | Exibart
http://www.exibart.com/notizia.
asp?IDNotizia=44774&IDCategoria=245
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C’MON BUDDY,
YOU CAN DO IT!

semi di avocado, vasi, terriccio
variable dimensions
2017

Starting from the fruits of the avocado tree, I ob-
tained a collection of seeds that I’ve grown with the 
hydroponic technique following the wikihow tutorials 
available on the internet. “C’mon buddy, you can do 
it!” is nothing more than the attempt to obtain trees 
from these fruits. Only when and if this will happen 
the raising trees will obtain the status of artwork and 
will be engraved cutting my sign on their bark.
With “C’mon buddy, you can do it!” I wanted to re-
produce on a large scale a familiar process, based on 
a long and slow path, which is in a watershed area 
where on one side there is an almost secure failure of 
an operation simple only in the beginning and on the 
other side the constant hope, that hope which makes 
people believe that talk to the plants can be of help-
ful. The result is a vibrant, uncertain installation that 
takes place in a dilated moment which stays between 

a before and an after, aspiring to the construction 
of a infinite potential whose title serves almost as a 
slogan for a continuous encouragement.

Lia Cecchin, C’mon Buddy, you can do it!, 2018. Installation view @ PAV, Torino
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ADAGIO aroma diffuser, mothballs, water
2016

Adagio consists in an olfactory installation. An aroma 
diffuser stays in a niche. Its presence is minimal, with 
any intention to be notice. It disperses in the air the 
smell of mothballs. A perfume that leads to attics 
and moth-eaten clothes, grandmothers, coats, inti-

mate anecdotes, underlying. It spreads between the 
thoughts. Adagio is the result of a reflection triggered 
by the concept of object preservation as preservation 
of its memory. From the desire to recover the mem-
ory even in its physical absence.
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SALUTI
DA GENOVA

postcard, off-set print
limited edition 300 copies
2015

I was invited by Vittorio Dapelo (TheView Studio) to 
create a postcard of Genoa. Escaping in some way to 
his request I decided to take the picture of one of the 
devices present in the city dedicated to the sight and 
choosing the one that instead of looking to Genoa 
looks to the sea, leaving all the rest behind.
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FLURRY screensaver, variabile duration
2015

Flurry is the movement of one of the most famous 
screensaver developed for Macintosh computer. The 
habit with which people experiences it make of him 
an iconic image of our reality and our digitized era. 
It is raising its presence to subject that I wanted to 
raise also the its role and break the pause concept 
inextricably linked to it.

Flurry (2015) View on That’s Contemporary Instagram account 
for the project “The Witness” 
www.instagram.com/thatscontemporary/
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L’ERBARIO - VOL.1 publication, risograph print,
134 pages, 21 x 29,7 cm
2014

The publication has been realized in collaboration with Friends Make Books

L’Erbario is a serie of publications that are shaped 
by the action of the artist to scan the last read page 
of the book that each person has at the event with 
him/her at that time.

Vol. I Nontiscordardimé was made on 12 June 2014 
in Turin in collaboration with Host e Friends make 
books.
The first edition are 63 copies, in corresponding to the 
number of contributions present in the volume.
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UNA FOTOGRAFIA empty room, museum attendant
and A4 inkJet printed
2012

The viewer is placed in front of a room completely 
empty, guarded by a museum attendant instructed 
to pull out from the pocket of his uniform a sheet just 
in case anyone comes close to ask for clarification 
about the work. Those contents are read aloud, tell-
ing and revealing a ‘photograph’ of a moment.
Una fotografia is nothing more than a report referred 
to my being elsewhere; it is a text in which I describe 

the moment barely preceding the one where the at-
tendant will print it before the opening hour, and then 
throw away after the closing time. My full physical 
absence, in this case, is not that a reinforcement 
necessary to the fulfillment of a daily task where only 
the words form the scenario of an elsewhere which is 
faced to the viewer. It is a memory that will inexorably 
fade, just like a photograph.

Documentation of the work @ LALD, Polignano a Mare

Artist’s documentation about the contract with the museum attendant about the performance.
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GIÀ DIMENTICATA dead house plants
variable dimensions and number
2012

Già dimenticata (Already forgot) arises from a perfor-
mance in which dead plants are vandalized and un-
earthed with the aim of providing them with a proper 
farewell, showing to the viewers their bodies as if it 
was a funeral wake.

+ INFO:
Interview with Angela Vettese @ FlashArt Italia
http://www.flashartonline.it/article/lia-cecchin/

artist’s documentation about the realization of the work @ Bevilacqua La Masa, Venezia

details @ Bevilacqua La Masa, Venezia - Ph. Nicola Turrini
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NESSUNO HO NOME aspirapolvere robot,
mod. Roomba iRobot 555
2011

installation view @ Bevilacqua La Masa, Venezia. Private collection. Ph.  Michele La Manna

A vacuum cleaner robot is installed and programmed 
to clean the exhibition space during the opening 
hours. Simply fulfilling its role, the home appliance 
erases the traces of visitors and therefore their pres-
ence in there.

+ INFO 
Interview with Angela Vettese @ FlashArt Italia
http://www.flashartonline.it/article/lia-cecchin/
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PERDERE golden ring
created with the lost-wax casting process
2010

A plastic ring, a gift that a person – now dead – 
saved for all her life, is found and eliminated with 
the lost-wax casting process to make of it a single 
copy in gold. To distinguish it, beyond the material, 
the word “Perdere” (“to lose”) is engraves on it.

installation view @ GAM, Milano, 2012
Private collection, Ph. Delfino Sisto Legnani
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SENZA TITOLO Cans opened without the opener
2010

installation view @ LALD, Polignano a Mare, 2016

This work has born by the real experience of living 
in a context where there wasn’t a real kitchen and I 
had no tools to cook. The installation is composed 
by a series of cans which have been opened without 
the use of a can opener not as a challenge but as a 
true necessity, not as an aesthetic gesture but as a 
requirement of the contents itself.
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KEY

CATEGORIES FOR PRESS AND PUBLICATIONS AREA

	 ARTICLE
	 ARTIST’S BOOK

 AND PUBLICATIONS
	 FEATURING
  INTERVIEW

CATEGORIES FOR BIO

	 FEATURING
	 GROUP SHOW
 PRIZE FINALIST
 PRIZE WINNER
 RESIDENCY
 SOLO SHOW
 TALK / LECTURE
 WORKSHOP 

2018 Premio Francesco Fabbri Carlo Sala Villa Brandolini, Pieve di Soligo (TV), IT 

2018 Certo che questo mondo è Carolina Gestri, Cantieri Aperti, Massa, IT 
 tutto da rifare comincia a urlare Gabriele Tosi 

2018 La solitudine del curatore Katiuscia Pompili KAOZ, Palermo, IT 

2018 Premio Combat Prize — Museo Fattori, Livorno, IT 

2018 That’s it! Sull’ultima generazione Lorenzo Balbi MAMbo, Bologna, IT 
 di artisti in Italia e un metro
 e ottanta oltre il confine

2018 Curator Exquis Lucrezia Calabrò Greylights Projects, Bruxelles, BE 
  Visconti + 14 curators

2017 Teatrum Botanicum Giulia Mengozzi PAV Parco Arte Vivente, Turin, IT 

2016 Albume. Convivial Art Project Michela Sacchetto Private flats, Cuneo, IT 

2016 Susy Culinski & Friends Beatrice Marchi Fanta Spazio, Milan, IT 	

2016 Sorriso Arcaico Progetto Città Ideale Barriera, Turin, I 

2016 Punctum Viola Invernizzi Grattacielo Sanpaolo, Turin, IT 

2016 Difference and repetition Giuseppe Pinto Foothold, Polignano a Mare, IT 
  (Like a Little Disaster)

2015 MEDITERRANEA 17 Andrea Bruciati Fabbrica del vapore, Milan, IT 

2015 Re-building the future Marco Pierini Ex Chiesa dei Cavalieri di Malta, 
   Siracusa, IT

2015 The Witness (Il Testimone)  Simona Squadrito that’s contemporary  
 An Instagram Narrative Account  (instagram account)

2015 HAVE WE BECOME THE INTERNET?Dario Giovanni Alì, Glitch Cave - Giardini di Villa Brivio - 
 // #03 // THROUGH THE WIRE Simona Squadrito Piazzetta Vertua Prinetti, Nova Milanese - MB, IT

2015 Looking For Comfort In An Lucrezia Calabrò CLOG, Turin, IT 
 Uncomfortable Chair Visconti

2015 SPRINT 2015 Dafne Boggeri O’, Milan, IT 

2014 Prière de toucher Giulia Brivio, Mars, Milan, IT 
  Ermanno Cristini

2014 La concezione cosmologica Pietro Di Lecce Dimora Artica, Milan, IT 
 dantesca

2014 Hosting Lia Cecchin-Torino Host (curators Private flat, Turin, IT 
  of CAMPO13)

2014 2.141 The picture is a fact Giuseppe Pinto Omphalos, Terlizzi (Bari), IT 
  (Like a Little Disaster) 

2014 Solid Void Diogene Diogene, Turin, IT 
 (with Luca Francesconi
 & Luca Morena)

2014 Workshop Gail Cochrane, Fondazione Spinola Banna,  
 (with Alberto Garutti) Guido Costa Poirino (Turin), IT

BIO 1/2

WHEN WHAT  CURATOR WHERE CAT.
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2013 Residency Program — HALLE 14, Leipzig, DE 

2013 Workshop Gail Cochrane Fondazione Spinola Banna,  
 (with Marta kuzma) Guido Costa Poirino (Turin), IT

2013 Re: — MARS, Milan, IT 

2013 Accadde domani Bruno Barsanti, Resò Meet Up, Barriera, Turin, IT 
  Fabio Cafagna

2013 Espansioni-contrazioni Controzona Forte Carpenedo, Mestre (Ve), IT 

2013 The Beginning of Something — Gallery Mieke van Schaijk, 
   ’s-Hertogenbosch, NL

2013 The First Settlers — Halle 14, Leipzig, DE 

2013 Sandstorm 2 Caterina Benvegnù VILLA, Brescia, IT 

2012 Editions Cripta747 & Alfa60 Artissima, Turin, IT; 
   Pastificio Cerere, Rome, IT;
   Full Moon Saloon, O’, Milan, IT

2012 Sandstorm Caterina Benvegnù Ex Macello, Padua, IT 

2012 Ecology of mind Cantiere Corpo-Luogo Parco del Contemporaneo, 
   Forte Marghera, Venice, IT

2012 Out of Focus Superfluo Project 365 architetti and Macinino 
   Animation Studio, Padua, IT

2012 Fuoriclasse Luca Cerizza GAM-Villa Reale, Milan, IT 

2012 Opera 2011 - Lunar Park — Fondazione Bevilacqua La Masa, Venice, IT 

2011 Workshop Gail Cochrane, Fondazione Spinola Banna 
 (with Massimo Bartolini) Guido Costa Poirino (Turin), IT

2011 One Year Residence — Atelier Fondazione Bevilacqua La Masa, 
   Venice, IT

2011 Last minute project Superfluo Project Vacant shop, Padua, IT 
 [with  Alberto Scodro]

2011 Doxa Alice Ginaldi Galleria Upp, Venice, IT 

2011 Open Studios — Palazzo Carminati, BLM, Venice, IT 

2010 Evading Customs_Milan G. Cortassa, Le Dictateur, Milan, IT 
  B.  Meneghel

2010 BYTS Bosch Young Talent Show — AKV, ‘s-Hertogenbosch, NL 

2010 A bassa voce — Galleria Upp, Venice, IT 

2009 Mostra intorno allo spazio chiuso Stefano Coletto Uscita Pistoia, Pistoia, IT 

2009 Schio Glocal Digital Fest Le Momo Electronique Schio, Vicenza, IT 

2009 Zooart Associazione Art.ur Giardini Fresia, Cuneo, IT 

2009 My World F. Liggieri, Spazio Paraggi, Treviso, IT 
  G. Tammaro

2008 www.undo.net/2video Francesca Di Nardo Undo.net 

2008 92.ma Collettiva Giovani Artisti Stefano Coletto, Galleria S.Marco, Bevilacqua La Masa, 
  Mara Ambrozic Venice, IT

WHEN WHAT  CURATOR WHERE   

BIO 2/2

17.09.2018 Cantieri Aperti —  Lisa Andreani ATP Diary ITA 
 Intervista con i curatori 

14.09.2018 Torino capitale rosa Francesco Rigatelli La Stampa ITA 	
 dell’immagine. Perché la
 scelgono le artiste più
 quotate d’Italia.

29.08.2018 Five Questions for Lia Cecchin Marco Marelli (interview) Forme Uniche ITA 

19.08.2018 Reading room #22 | Lia CecchinLisa Andreani (int.) ATP Diary ITA 

04.08.2018 MAMbo “That’s IT!”, Sara Dolfi Agostini il Sole 24 Ore ITA 
 Balbi indaga sull’ultima
 generazione di artisti in Italia

05.07.2018 MAMbo – That’s IT! Francesca Cammarata Rivista Segno ITA 

26.11.2015 Asap Research, Filippo Piva Wired ITA 
 la biblioteca declinata al futuro

23.02.2015 ALLONS ENFANT/9 Andrea Bruciati Exibart ITA 

12.2012 Dove vanno d’inverno Angela Vettese (int.) Flash Art ITA 
 le anitre di Central Park?

10.11.2012 The Fair Begins, Lindsay L. Benedict Hyperallergic ENG 
 Artissima Giornale #3

  …and some much more but I don’t want to bother you

2016 Susy Culinski & Friends aa.vv. FANTA ITA/ENG 	

2014 HOST Fondazione Sandretto Friends Make Books ITA/ENG 
  Re Rebaudengo

2014 L’Erbario - vol.1 Lia Cecchin Friends Make Books ITA 

2014 A script for Dick aa.vv. Cura.books ITA/ENG 	

  …and some much more but I don’t want to bother you

WHEN TITLE WHO WHERE LANG. CAT.

WHEN TITLE AUTHOR EDITED BY LANG  CAT.

PRESS

PUBLICATIONS AREA



INFO
& CONTACT

liacecchin@gmail.com
FB & IN: liacecchin
www.liacecchin.info


